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TRAVEL WITH VISA




Wherever you find yourself, you’ll find Visa












Take Visa when you travel




































Sustainable Commerce-2023
Sustainability through responsible innovation



Open in new window , External Link
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Offers and Perks
Sign up to receive personalized offers



Open in new window , External Link
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VISA’S SHE’S NEXT PROGRAM
She can. She will. She’s Next.
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Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts
Visa discounts at Jumeirah Hotels & Resorts 
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xperience with the ENTERTAINER
Experiences for two for the price of one
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Booking.com
Up to 8% discount on Booking.com with Visa
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Innovation
Fast track your fintech
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Innovation
Transforming urban mobility
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Security
Promoting safe digital payment habits 
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Innovation
Tap to pay with Visa contactless
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Inclusivity
Opening doors around the globe
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VISANET
Shaping the future of global commerce
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Global Support Center
Get help, wherever you are
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Our Promise

What we stand for



Leading by example
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People + Possibilities


Addressing economic inequality by empowering people traditionally excluded from the financial system.
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Supporting Communities


Empowering underserved communities and supporting local economies everywhere.
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PRESERVING OUR PLANET


Committed to driving sustainable commerce as we work towards a more sustainable future.
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